Safety Compliance Solution
Leading companies recognize that a strong contractor safety compliance solution goes beyond prequalification, providing visibility into
the actual implementation of contractors’ safety programs and tools that help contractors continuously improve. These ingredients
are critical to preventing injuries, protecting company reputation, supporting regulatory compliance, and avoiding unnecessary loss.
Veriforce uniquely combines software and audit services to help companies not only streamline contractor prequalification, but also
drive ongoing improvement to contractor safety and more effectively mitigate third-party and supply chain risk.

Streamlined program
administration and accelerated
contractor time-to-work

Deeper insight into program
quality, improving hiring decisions
and lowering risk

Expert guidance and corrective
action follow-up that drive
ongoing safety improvement

Flexible, Intuitive Technology to Streamline Prequalification
VeriSource™ Safety Compliance Management provides:

Real-time visibility into each contractor’s status in your safety program and a clear view of any reasons behind noncompliance

A central, web-based repository to easily access all contractor safety program details – stats, policies, documents, and
Veriforce audit reports – and internally share feedback about a contractor

Safety Actions and Action Badges that highlight any incomplete tasks, which streamlines your program management and, in the
contractor’s view, ensures they know exactly what must be completed to get compliant
KPI (Key Performance Indicator) graphs that allow you to efficiently monitor your program, understand contractor safety
trends, and dig into underlying details

Maximum client-side configuration flexibility, with the ability to group contractors and tailor their requirements and scoring
based on perceived risk or other criteria
An integrated COI Tracking option, giving you a one-stop view of contractor status across both safety and insurance
prequalification requirements

The ability to securely share key contractor data – such as overall safety score or safety audit scores – by integrating with
procurement, ERP, risk management, or other enterprise systems, enabling a more complete view of vendor relationships and
risk without having to access multiple systems

The interface makes it very easy to understand
“what
I need to do to meet client requirements.”

– Steve Clemons,
US Valve Services & Training

“The software is very simple and easy to use.”
– Stephinie Gallier,
Primoris Coastal Field Services
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Expertise That Delivers Greater Insight and Improvement

Review of contractors’ safety policies by our in-house team of trained safety professionals – not a computer algorithm –
results in a better assessment of the quality of a contractor’s program
Higher-risk contractors can be required to undergo a Desktop and/or Field Audit by a Veriforce safety professional,
who verifies the implementation of a contractor’s safety program through a review of records and/or onsite inspection

Audit findings are visible in VeriSource, giving you deeper insight into the quality of a contractor’s day-to-day program
implementation so you can make better hiring decisions and lower your risk
When Veriforce finds a gap in your contractors’ policies or program implementation, we assist with guidance and
corrective action plans that result in real improvements

With VeriSource, we've been able to manage contractor prequalification more efficiently and gain
“tight
control over contractor selection by our team in the field. And Veriforce contractor safety audits
have given us more eyes in the field to help identify safety gaps among our contractors and ensure
they take corrective action.

”

– Sam Holliday,
Southern Star Central Gas Pipeline
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